J-Pop artist GReeeeN will join “LUNAR DREAM CAPSULE PROJECT” to compose the project’s official theme song. “LUNAR DREAM CAPSULE PROJECT” is an attempt by Ostuka Pharmaceutical to make POCARI SWEAT the first-ever beverage to land on the moon. The launch is scheduled for October 2015. The song will be inspired by children’s messages sent from all over the world and will be included in the “LUNAR DREAM CAPSULE” along with POCARI SWEAT and other messages, that will be sent to the moon.

GReeeeN is very popular among the younger and joined the “LUNAR DREAM CAPSULE PROJECT” for their love of space and science as well. The children’s voices will be recorded in the LUNAR ver. and will be launched to the moon with the “LUNAR DREAM CAPSULE”. Both songs will be released during the year, heating up the event until take off.

Dreaming for a “GReeeeN” moon in the future, one Cherry Blossom seed will be put inside the “LUNAR DREAM CAPSULE” as well. GReeeeN’s idea was that in the future, children who go to the moon and find the capsule will drink POCARI SWEAT with the moon-water※, and nurture the cherry blossom seed in their new lives on the moon. With the support of many people and children’s endless dreams, The LUNAR DREAM PROJECT will keep on running.

※1 (Deuterium found in water from Earth and the Moon has the same origin) published in the U.S.A in 2013

【Outline of LUNAR DREAM PROJECT】

■Project Name: LUNAR DREAM CAPSULE PROJECT

■Organizer: LUNAR DREAM Executive Committee which was constructed from Ostuka Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., ASTROSACLE PTE. LTD. (Singapore), Astrobotic Technology, Inc (U.S.). Also, the committee supported by University of Tokyo -Nakasuka •Funase Laboratory, Hanada Laboratory at the Kyushu University, Kyushu Institute of Technology, and other Japanese private small/medium corporates.

■Date of Launch : October 2015, Florida U.S.A.
■Project Website : http://lunar-dream.com/en/
■LUNAR DREAM MESSENGER Website : http://lunar-dream.com/join/messenger/
※Messages for the moon can be written here
The LUNAR DREAM PROJECT is a historical project for children to chase their dreams, held by Otsuka Pharmaceutical. Using the latest technology, dreams and messages from around the world will be engraved in the DREAM CAPSULE, and will be launched to the moon with powered POCARI SWEAT as the symbol of our precious water.

【About GReeeeN】
GReeeeN is a Japanese pop group formed in Fukushima comprising all-male four members Hide, navi, Kuni“92”, and Soh. They made their major debut in 2007. The group’s notable characteristic is that none of the members have ever shown their faces in the public as they wish to keep their professional lives in dentistry compatible with their musical ventures. They are one of the rare groups in Japan that utilize Internet’s cloud computing system to compose their music, as all the members live in different regions of Japan (HIDE and navi live in Hokkaido, 92 in Okinawa, and SOH in Fukushima).

Their greatest hits include: “Aiuta (Love song),” “Kiseki (Miracle),” “Setsuna (Ephemeral),” “Yuki no ne (Sound of snow),” “Orange,” and “Itoshi Kimi e (To my dearest)”-which became a theme song of a TV drama series in August, 2013.

Their official LINE account has more than 2 million followers and their number of fans are growing. They will embark on a tour titled “Welcome to the electrical parade!” to 6 cities in Japan (10 shows) starting from July 11, 2014. They will release their latest album during the tour on August 6th.

GReeeeN official Website: http://www.greeeen.net/